
Cover to Department 

 

If you are wondering why I am contacting you now, after you’ve been told I am not supposed to, read 

on. Have you ever asked yourselves why the administration has instructed you not to contact me? How 

can I “harass” you if you contact me? What is it that I can tell you that the administration doesn’t want 

you to hear? You’re about to find out. If the administration wants to press complaints of 

“insubordination” against me let them. As you will see below, they do not have a legal right to preclude 

me from having contact with you. You deserve to know the truth, and by the time you finish reading, I 

doubt you’ll have any faith in any of the administration, from your chair to the chancellor. 

There are three issues I need to bring to your attention. 

First, earlier this month I conveyed to the administration, including the Department Chair, Dean, Provost 

and Chancellor, that their mandate that I be excluded from Department meetings and meetings of 

committees of the department was illegal under Wisconsin Statute 19.89: 

19.89   Exclusion of members.  
No duly elected or appointed member of a governmental body may be excluded from any 
meeting of such body. Unless the rules of a governmental body provide to the contrary, no 
member of the body may be excluded from any meeting of a subunit of that governmental 
body. 
 

Wisconsin Statute defines a government body: 

“‘Governmental body’ means a state or local agency, board, commission, committee, council, 

department…” 

Wisconsin Statute 19.84(5) confirms that academic departments are in fact “government bodies” by 

specifically exempting them from the public notice requirements of the statutes. 

This means that as long as I am explicitly mandated not to attend department meetings, those meetings 

are illegal. It also means that if I can have contact with anyone at those meetings that I am legally 

permitted to attend, then the administration cannot ban me from having contact with any of you. I 

offered them the opportunity to lift this mandate, but they have not responded. Wisconsin Statute 

19.96 defines the penalties for “knowingly” attending a meeting that violates the subchapter in 

question, ranging from $25 to $300 for each violation. To this point you have not been “knowing” 

participants, but now, you are. Are you willing to pay $300 a shot to attend illegal meetings? I’m sure 

you have better ways to spend your money. 

No meetings of the Department or any committee of the department can be held legally until such time 

as the mandate against my attendance is lifted, and anyone participating in any such meeting will be 

reported to the Office of the District Attorney of Walworth County. I will inform you when the 

proscription has been lifted and when meetings can resume legally. Do not take the administration’s 

word for it. Dr. Cook was copied on my communication, and yet he has knowingly scheduled illegal 

meetings anyway. As you will see, they have been less than truthful with you for a very long time. 



Second, according to the Wisconsin Public Records Law Compliance Guide (Wisconsin Department of 

Justice, November 2015) the following is “exempt from disclosure by public records statutes”: 

“Information related to the current investigation of possible employee criminal misconduct or 

misconduct connected to employment prior to the disposition of the investigation…An 

“investigation” reaches its final “disposition” when the public employer has completed the 

investigation, and acts to impose discipline…This exception codifies common law standards and 

continues the tradition of keeping records related to misconduct investigations closed while 

those investigations are ongoing, but providing public oversight over the investigations after 

they have concluded.” [page 23, emphasis mine] 

“However, there is a public interest in disciplinary actions taken against public officials and 

employees…The courts repeatedly recognized the great importance of disclosing disciplinary 

records of public officials and employees when their conduct violates the law or significant work 

rules.” [page 34 – you can search for this document online and read it for yourselves] 

In other words, there is no privacy right attached to any disciplinary investigation after it has concluded, 

and there is an expectation that the results of any such investigation are subject to public scrutiny, 

including scrutiny by the faculty of the Department of Art and Design. Disclosure of the details of that 

investigation is not only not prohibited, it is encouraged.  

How does this align with what you have been told repeatedly by Bob Mertens, Sue Messer, Renee 

Melton, Denis Dale, Mike Flanagan, Greg Cook, Mark McPhail, Deborah Wilk and Susan Elrod? How 

many times have told it things cannot be discussed because they have “personnel” implications? Do you 

actually believe they are not aware of Open Records law? I have asked the administration to provide me 

with any language in the statutes that might contradict what has been presented above. They have not 

responded.  

You have every legal right to know exactly what has transpired, and perhaps it’s time you exercised that 

right. It may also be worth your while to spend the time to familiarize yourselves with Open Meetings 

Law and Open Records Law, so that the administration will not feel so free to continue to mislead you in 

the future. That was the original purpose of the Policies and Procedures Handbook – whatever 

happened to that? And why? I stood up repeatedly to challenge violations of internal policy and state 

law by the former chairs of our department, and for that I was exiled, illegally. Greg Porcaro stepped up 

and did the same, and has been ostracized for doing so, for attempting to protect all of your rights, and 

those of the students.  

Finally, there has been much ado about the recording of public meetings. It’s absolutely and perfectly 

legal. Get over it. I’ve never been to a professional business meeting that was not recorded, and the 

Board of Regents webcasts their meetings live. Why is it that the Department of Art and Design is the 

only organization in the State of Wisconsin that cannot seem to comport itself in a manner that is 

immune to such recordings? Who are the people spearheading the witch hunt to stop such recordings, 

and what might they have said or done in department meetings that caused them to be so fearful of 

lawful recordings? How many of you noticed that Ms. Melton’s sudden resignation of her position as 

chair and her departure from the meeting on March 9, 2015, is not mentioned anywhere in the minutes 

for that meeting? Seems like a pretty significant event to leave out, doesn’t it? Why do you think it was 

omitted? How many other minutes have been similarly sanitized? Melton would later claim that it was 



Porcaro’s actions at that meeting that caused “time-sensitive department business to be derailed”. I 

would suggest that it was her sudden and unprofessional departure that was responsible for any 

derailing of “time-sensitive department business”. Curiously, that fact is not recorded in the “official” 

record for that meeting. And yet people have suggested that the minutes be the “official” and “only” 

record of department meetings. Fortunately, it is recorded for posterity on audio. Some simple advice: If 

you don’t want to get caught lying to or defaming your colleagues at public meetings, don’t lie to or 

defame your colleagues at public meetings. 

Two former administrators have threatened my income and the income of a colleague in order to 

compel us to stop acting in a lawful manner, to stop recording department meetings, and two of your 

colleagues recently filed a complaint (now dismissed) which also threatened the income of a colleague 

with the intent to compel them to stop legally recording meetings. It is my understanding that you 

cannot threaten the income of someone’s profession with the intent to compel them to omit to do any 

lawful act. Read Wisconsin Statute 943.30(1) and decide for yourselves. My income was also threatened 

by the current Chancellor, Provost, and Interim Dean if I legally attended department meetings. 

It should be clear to you by now that Dr. Cook is not going to do anything to bring order back to the 

department. He has had ample opportunity to take charge, but has consistently deferred to the interests 

of former chairs and the administration. It is up to you, the faculty, to take your department back. 

Perhaps those members of the Executive Committee who are still left after all of this is said and done 

might share the responsibilities of the chair, and work as co-leaders to eliminate the cancer that persists 

in the department and guide the department to healing. 

Let me close by assuring you that there is no way that I can see that I can be restored to the 

Department. I have no desire to be restored to the Department. Max’s recent comments that the 

solution is to “get rid of the five people” is spot on. You know exactly who they are. Greg Porcaro and I 

will leave when the administration puts acceptable settlement terms on the table, or until we sue them 

and settle things that way. The list of internal policies and State statutes that have been violated by the 

administration in our cases is impressive to say the least. That’s why we have lawyers, and why our 

lawyers have determined that our claims are “actionable”. Speaking for myself, my interest in this place 

will evaporate entirely upon my amicable separation from the institution. I think Greg Porcaro might 

have similar sentiments. But as long as we remain a part of the department and the institution, we have 

a responsibility to fight for the interests of our students and colleagues, and we will continue to do so. 

In the end, you will have successfully eliminated the only two people who have stood up and taken a 

stand against chairs and other administrators who have repeatedly violated your rights and the rights of 

the students, and internal policies and state statutes, and lied to all of you about it every step of the 

way.  

The elimination of the actual bad actors is up to you. There are people in the Department who have 

suffered considerably at the hands of those same bad actors. You need to talk to them. I’m sure you 

already know who they are. These bad actors have lied repeatedly to you about the circumstances of 

what has been going on, because they believed they were safe from demonstrating proof of their 

assertions under claims of “personnel privacy” rights, rights that you now know do not exist. They’ve 

made a lot of defamatory allegations but offered you no proof whatsoever. Demand proof. I have asked 

the administration several times to provide me with a list of simple statements describing which rules or 

laws I violated and citations from my communications that violated them. They have been unable to do 



so. When I appealed to the Regents they never looked at the evidence at all, they claimed I was guilty 

because I was accused of being guilty. 

I would be happy to provide you with any documentation you need to achieve your goals in this matter. 

I will do so until such time as an agreement is reached between me and the University, after which I 

have committed to sever all ties. To get you started, I have attached a statement of facts for your initial 

reference. You will see that they do not align at all with what you have been told. That’s because they 

are facts and not allegations offered without proof. Why should you trust me and not them? The 

difference here is that I can and will provide you with the documentation to support everything stated in 

that document. All you need to do is ask for it.  


